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Code word: Apple strudel

In case anyone had been wondering what the secret
team meetings of the organizers, the whispering and
the excessive use of the word ‘Apfelstrudel’ was all
about, this last day of March brought the answer. No,
the organizing team did not talk about the cake for the
next coffee break and no, they were also not discussing
free time tea meetings. Code word Apfelstrudel, all the
secret meetings and whispering were dedicated to
coordinate the biggest crisis yet to be seen at
MUIMUN.
At the end of the day six out of nine committees were
involved in an earth shattering chain of events reaching
from a banking crisis in China to a massive oil spill in
Nigeria, the rise of Boko Haram and the explosion of a
nuclear hydrogen bomb in the United States. As the
dominos started falling, one committee after the other
took on the great responsibility of solving a special issue
relating to the mandate of their respective body. They
were also able to ask for more information and/or
insights from the organizing team or other committees
on how to approach the issue at hand.
In the morning the committees of the General
Assembly, SPECPOL and ECOFIN came together after a
news report of a financial crisis in China caused by
China’s high level of control in policy making. Just shortly
after that, UNEP had to turn their attention to another
critical situation caused by an oil spill of a plant in
Nigeria. After being informed of this incident through a
report, an official of the Nigerian government
(impersonated by team coordinator Björn Gedicke) gave
the UNEP delegates some more insights on the effects of
the situation on the country. Soon the question of liability
came up causing the delegate of South Africa to ask for a
press release of the private operator of the plant. In their

statement the operators promised to send help and
support the people affected by the oil spill
financially. Meanwhile, the UNODC committee
turned its attention to tackling the newly occurring
small arms trading in central Africa due to frozen
funding from the Western UN Member States for
these areas.
As all these committees were reaching agreements
on how to minimize the consequences of these crisis
and provide assistance effectively, another result of
these issues unfolded soon to be affecting the work
of the Security Council. Because the situation in
China, Nigeria and all the other countries mentioned
demanded the undivided attention of the international
community, Boko Haram had taken the chance to
increase their power and issued a number of attacks in
various locations. Therefore, honorable SecretaryGeneral Florian Wittrock and Deputy Secretary-General
Sebastian Kaderják felt the need for
the members of the Security Council
to be escorted from the lunch venue
to a safe environment by MUIMUN
team bodyguards. When the
delegates arrived in a new and safe
environment, all the information
that had lead to these devastating
attacks was presented to them. The
council subsequently took action to
hold the responsible parties
accountable and prevent further
attacks.
“I am impressed by the level of
spontaneous debate and the effectiveness of the measures
taken by all delegates in the various committees. When we
first thought about the concept of an all encompassing
crisis, we could not have asked for a better response to it
by our delegates”, says Deputy Secretary-General and
Crisis-Coordinator Sebastian Kaderják. For more specific
information about the respective committees, please refer
to the committee reports on the following pages. Thanks
to all of our delegates again for being so spontaneous,
enthusiastic and solution-oriented during our crisis day!

By Katrin Schmuck
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The Many Faces of MUIMUN:
Scholar Muhammad Inardi Rizky (20) from Indonesia

What do you
think is the
biggest difference
between
an
international
MUN,
like
MUIMUN and the
ones that you have
already attended
in Indonesia?
Well
at
MUIMUN
in
specific, we have
met a lot of people
from
other
countries.
And
that’s really nice, because I am like
the only one from Asia, and that is a
Is this your first MUN?
I have been to several MUNs home really great experience! It is a great
in Indonesia, but it is my first place to learn about diversity.
international MUN.
What did you already learn from
MUIMUN?
And how is it going so far?
So far so good, it’s a lot of fun. I am I learned that each and every
a delegate in the UNEP committee person represents the own views of
representing Indonesia and the topic their country and that was really
is illegal exploitation. That is really interesting. The way the people talk,
challenging to me. And I love it’s all different.
Münster, so I really enjoy the time
here.

You are with a scholarship here?
Yeah, I wanted to go to New York
last year, but I wasn’t able because of
financial restriction. Then I was put
on the shortlist for the scholarship
here and I was the only guy from the
oceanic region. I was really surprised
because I always wanted to visit
Germany and I finally made it! So I
am really grateful to have this chance.
Do you think that there should be
more scholars?
Yes, I think it would increase the
international character of MUIMUN
even more. I know that a lot of
people from Asian countries find it
really expensive to go to Europe. So it
would be nice to increase more
funds, to make it even more
enjoyable and internationally
formed.
What do you want to become in
the future?
I personally plan to work in an
international company maybe in
consulting. Thus I see that the
experience from MUIMUN is
actually very valuable for my future.
By Tarkan Bagci
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Pub Quiz: From Chemistry to Movie Scenes

From chemistry to movie scenes
— last night´s pub quiz was clearly
designed for all-rounders with a
good memory. The Schlossgarten
Café in the beautiful setting of
Münster Castle was packed and
everyone obviously enjoyed their
drinks and “Frikadellen”. After
coming up with creative team
names, the competitors clicked
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their pencils and pair bonding?” the attendants could
waited in the wings. assign paintings, songs, national
anthems and historical events. As the
To score high you Nobel Prize winning “Peak-Endneeded a team with a Rule” puts it, an event gets rated best
great variety of when the highlight and the end
expertise. Questions coincide: The movie scenes played by
ranged from “Who the well-prepared Pub Quiz team
was the second guaranteed a lot of laughter. In this
person on the most
entertaining
category
moon?” to “What participants had to guess film
kind of animal was a sequences — be it Dirty Dancing´s
tamagotchi?” In any “Baby” carrying water melons or
way the organizers´ passion for music “Frodo” from “The lord of the rings”
became evident. All categories were tossing the ring into a Münsteranian
named after songs such as “I was pond.
made for loving you” with love- In the end “#dancetosavetheworld”,
related questions. As little energizers consisting of UNESCO committee
the pub quiz preparation team had members, scored incredible 57 out of
some special rounds in the back 78 and can now enjoy free drinks at
hand. After struggling with tough the Farewell Party. Congratulations!
questions like “What´s the name of By Elisa Miebach /
the hormone that is responsible for Franziska Funke

Cepal: Collaboration collapsed

With two failed resolutions on an
alternative system for the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) in Latin America the
commission is still not able to
build a bridge within South
America and the Caribbean. It is
uncertain whether the delegates
find a compromise on the second
topic.
Two draft resolutions with
opposite approaches were introduced
to the commission during previous
days. While Argentina, Brazil and

Venezuela
aim
to
strengthen the Bank of the
South, other nations such
as Chile and Mexico
suggest reforming the IMF
so that Latin American
nations gain power in this
institution. Amendments
are
proposed
and
discussed; a spark of hope
exists, but always vanishes into thin
air. Too different are the political
goals of the two main interest groups
in the commission. When the draft
resolution sponsored by Mexico,
France, Chile and Panama fails with a
narrow majority of delegates voting
against it, disappointment spreads.
The Peruvian delegate once again
appeals to the other nations to
cooperate and is slightly frustrated
that no compromise is reached.
Ironically the resolution could have
passed if the delegate of Peru had

voted in favor, as he had originally
signed it. To make the absurdity
perfect the delegate of Venezuela
supports the Peruvian call for
cooperation; having been the least
cooperative party in the commission
so far.
Now it is up to the CEPAL again to
follow the conference theme
“Building Bridges” in the debating
process of the second topic. The
question of “The fusion of the
Andean community and the
Common Market of the Southern
Cone (Mercosur) versus Doha
Development Round” will demand
the willingness to compromise on a
common solution.
And if a bridge is built - Will it be a
shaky rope bridge or a stable steel
bridge?

By Vivien Valentiner /
Patrick Gwinner
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ECOFIN: Let´s feed the world

After
ECOFIN
and
SPECPOL committees joined
together as General Assembly
during a tense morning
session for handling the
emerging economic crisis in
China, the discussion on state
bankruptcy comes to a final
verge in the afternoon.
The atmosphere is suddenly much
more agitated when discussions
come to an end. Strikingly, all three
resolutions have been accepted by the
committee — an extremely rare
situation at MUN that mirrors a high
degree of consent on a controversial
topic. A vast majority of delegates
have advocated to shorten the
amending process in favour of the
second topic.
When the US propose an
entertainment session shortly before
the coffee break, ad-staff Bernhard

Dröge needs to deny this and raises
some laughter in blaming the actual
chair duo for being the bad cops. In
return, Tobit Batel and Luana from
the organising team do their best in
cheering the delegates up — be it with
a littler energizer game or occasional
selfie sessions.
Under the provocative headline of
“Feeding the world vs. short-term
profits” ECOFIN opts to discuss the
second topic and takes a closer look
at speculations with crops at
international financial markets. In
their opening statement Nigeria

insists that “speculation only
profits speculators and big
pharming companies” and
calls upon the developed
world to trigger a change in
order to guarantee small
farmers a decent living. By
the end of the session it is
general consent that the damage
resulting from the rise of food prices
weighs high in the short-term and
needs to be fought. First approaches
to regulate the speculations while
preserving the possibility to trade
food on international markets are
designing
markets
more
transparently and introducing taxes
on financial transactions. Time is
tight and expectations are high for
tomorrow, so the committee needs to
focus in order to pass a sensible
resolution.
By Franziska Funke

HRC: Satisfaction after a long day of creating a final
resolution

“With 15 votes in favour, the
draft resolution 1.7 finally passes”,
Jule Möllmann, chair of HRC,
announces with a solemn voice.
Delegates of HRC all seem to be
relived about this final voting.
For them it has been a terse
decision. After putting together the
four suggestions for a resolution they
have made on Monday, the HRC
committee needs to decide between
two final versions: The draft

resol
utio
n
1.6.,
spon
sore
d by
Alba
nia,
Fran
ce,
the USA, Pakistan and Cuba and the
1.7. resolution paper, mainly initiated
by Estonia, Vietnam, China and
Botswana.
Before coming to the final
conclusion, the HRC committee
brings up a variety of amendments
on how to improve the two versions.
As they discuss lots of amendments,
it is difficult not to lose the overview.
One important amendment that
passes is the right of female migrants

as they often suffer from exploitation
and sexual violence. “Women usually
work three times as much as men do
in some regions, but get less wage.
We really need to secure their rights
in our draft resolution”, Pakistan
emphasizes during the debate.
Another amendment that passes is
the issue of human trafficking, which
Kenya brings up to add into the
resolution. “We need to add this
problem in our final resolution.”
After a few more passages of
amendments and also many failures,
this really formal conference day ends
with some tired but happy faces of
the delegates as they finally come to a
conclusion. On Wednesday they can
now start debating their second
topic, which deals with sexual
violence in conflict areas.

By Alexandra Abeln
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ICJ: Judges authority undermined by gossip

Rain, wind speeds of 120 + km/h
and only rare glances of sunshine —
what better conditions could one
have to comfortably sit inside and
work on an ICJ judgement! The
honorable judges spent the
morning and most of the afternoon
in unmoderated caucus, only
interrupted by brief moderated
caucuses, in order to clarify the
current status of discussion.
Yet highly entertaining messages of
gossip — followed by continuous
inquiries and partial cross
examinations on who had leaked the
information- tended to lead
discussions astray.
Splitting up into several small
subgroups to work on different parts
of the judgement and dissenting
opinions, the judges make good
progress and the president remains
confident that the judges can come to

a
reasoned
judgement in
time. However,
the fact that the
conference is
coming to an
end is a present
factor
and
consequently
coordinating
and negotiating
skills now become more important in
order to move quickly towards a
conclusion.
The countries agents in the
meantime spend the time preparing
their arguments and evidence for and
against the counter claim in which
Serbia claims that Croatia has
committed genocide - amongst
others in the operation “storm and
flash” of 1995. An effort worth the
while, with Serbia’s argumentation

The SC finally goes into voting
procedure on its first resolution
and is challenged to find a solution
to a sudden crisis. After a debate on
several amendments the SC votes
on the resolution on the table
shortly before lunch.
The motion of Chile to vote clause
by clause sparks harsh criticism
among the starving delegations such
as Venezuela. However, the

committee quickly
decides in favour of
the resolution with
vast majority. Only
China along with the
self-declared
freedom (and Taylor
Swift) loving nation,
Russia,
abstain.
Stomachs
are
rumbling and fear is
great of an extension
of the discussion,
when the delegate of Malaysia makes
use of the right to explain his vote.
Ignoring his statement full of pentup frustration, that the whole
resolution is “bullshit”, the SC pauses
to go to lunch. Unsuspecting and
well-fed the delegations are informed
an hour later that an international
crisis has broken out. Accompanied
by security agents they are led to a
safe room, where they receive the
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being stronger and more convincing
than ever, despite their difficult
position. All in all, however, it seems
that both claims of genocide will not
be able to sustain.
It has been a long, tiresome day and
yet several of the judges still find the
energy necessary to participate in the
evening’s pub quiz where they as
“cruel judges” - scored ninth place.

By Sem Wiegand

SC: Millions of dead people and an uninhabitable North
America — did the SC fail?

information that due to another
financial crisis Western countries
have frozen aid projects and Boko
Haram has expanded in Africa,
attacked different cities around the
globe and might possess a nuclear
weapon. Under the high time
pressure the delegates wholeheartedly
try to write a resolution in consensus
and - with the exception of the usual
suspects Russia and China - all
members vote in favour. Bathing in
the pleasant feeling of pride on its
resolution the SC is deeply dismayed
when the Secretary-General declares
the resolution to be insufficient.
Shocking the SC even more he states
that, since the UN was not able to
tackle the threat, a nuclear hydrogen
bomb exploded in Boston, which will
kill millions of people and make
large parts of Northern America
uninhabitable in seconds.
By Elisa Benker
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SPECPOL: Getting things passed

Yesterday the SPECPOL
committee actively took part
in the joined discussion with
ECOFIN about the global
financial crisis.
In a moderated caucus
China, where the crisis started,
fears that other countries
might use the situation to
intervene in its national politics: “We
won´t accept anything that would
harm our rights as a sovereign
nation”. All nations agree on the
“advising character” of the
committee and guaranteed to work
with and not against China. France
warns: “The crisis will affect all of
us!” and suggests that more
regulation in the private sector such
as the real estate market could help to
stimulate the financial crisis. Nigeria
on the other hand points out:
“Although it will affect all of us, the

African countries will suffer the
most!” and demands financial
stimuli. Indonesia and France suggest
measures to increase the oil demand.
After two moderated caucuses
separated by two unmoderated
caucuses the delegations of Greece,
France, Canada, Nambia, Norway,
Russia, UK and US finally hand in a
draft resolution, which points out the
national sovereignty of China and
focuses on financial stimuli.
Although a point of the resolution,
which suggests that oil dependent

countries should focus
on alternative energy
sources to prevent crisis
in the future, disturbs
countries like Saudi
Arabia, the resolution
passes.
Afterwards
SPECPOL returns into a
separate session about its
previous topic nuclear energy. The
nations go the whole hog and vote
upon the highly controversial draft
resolution 1.2 as a whole. With a
majority this resolution also passes.
In the last days SPECPOL has proven
to be a very productive and very
engaged committee with highly
informed and skilled delegates, led by
two great and competent chairs and
serviced by the best ad-staff in
history of ad staffing.

By Tarkan Bagci

UNEP: Between press release and draft resolution
A tough schedule is
set in UNEP: Crisis
time.
From the first second
of the day the committee
works
hard
and
efficiently on their draft
resolution. Even though
some amendments have
to be made, they are all
friendly and only
concerning formalities.
Then, at 10.34 — with a successful
resolution only one hand's breadth the chair interrupts the session.
Breaking news from Nigeria: Due to
a gas explosion an immense amount
of oil is leaking into the Gulf of
Guinea. Even though the situation is
under control, the committee has to
react immediately. Some of the
delegates want to help as soon as
possible by sending expert groups.
But the committee is split: Some

members, South Africa quite ahead,
want more information to handle the
situation correctly. For that a delegate
of Nigeria joins the committee later
on. Answering to all the questions, he
also directly applies to the
committee: “This is a huge
catastrophe for us. […] The delegate
of Nigeria asks for your help. We urge
the Global community to support
our nation by trying to keep the crisis
as small as possible.”
As if that were not enough, an

update makes clear
that oil is still
leaking out. Time
is running, the
committee needs
to decide. In ten
minutes
unmoderated
caucus a press
release is written
and accepted by all
delegates. Exactly 12 o’clock, the
committee can close the topic — they
did everything they can or rather
want to do.
At 13.25 the first topic is closed
with a draft resolution quickly
accepted by acclamation. Now they
use the rest of the time familiarizing
themselves with their new topic:
Establishing
a
Globally
Implementable Carbon Credit.

By Lisa Neidl
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UNESCO: From selfies and rumours to high-tech
education
about the beauty of

New technologies really excited
the UNESCO when the delegates
began to discuss their second
subject yesterday morning: How
can science and technology help to
protect natural and historical
heritage while promoting a
sustainable future?
Firstly, social media keep
everyone's attention also outside the
debate since a UNESCO-gossip girl

(or boy?) started to
spread rumours. The
committee is also well
represented on twitter
as the best order of the
chairs
was:
“Honorables délégués,
let's take a selfie.”
Maybe this idea was
sparked by the general
demand for photosurveillance in the
debate. For example, the USA
propose to watch heritage sites by
drones and several other delegations
agree. Italy even suggests installing
military protection for historic
heritage which is firmly objected by
Afghanistan.
New technology should also
increase awareness for preservation:
“It is important that people know

world heritages so that they are
willing to protect it”, says the Iraqi
delegate. Possibilities include a GPS
map marking world heritage sites
and zones where military aggression
should be forbidden as well as a
virtual
museums
showing
monuments that have been
destroyed. Furthermore, France
suggests an exchange programme
between countries having similar
problems to preserve world heritage.
Yesterday's work resulted in a draft
resolution with 14 clauses.
“The debates in our committee are
really vibrant, there is never a minute
of silence,” says chair Mootaz Billeh
Chaabani, “I am confident that we
will pass our second resolution
tomorrow.”

By Elisa Miebach

UNODC: Solving fierce situation after financial collapse
After the unexpected
collapse of Chinese banking
system leading to global
financial and energy crises,
Nigeria forcefully reminds the
delegates of their worldwide
responsibility: “It’s the turn of
the Western states, but
currently only a shame of the world
due to decreased humanitarian
aid.”
While getting breaking news
UNODC tries to identify starting
points for tackling the crises with an
extensive and efficient action plan.
Caused by the resulting inability of
providing foreign funds the huge
western contributors of development
programs discontinue humanitarian
agencies with their local African
medical aid. In tumultuous situations
some states have to struggle with
violent mobs, others fight with the
enormous dimension of black

markets.
Within a trend-setting debate
focusing on an unprejudiced
cooperation (e.g. by notepaperpassing) Colombia proposes the
control of armed shipment by higher
border security as short-term
measure.
Consistently reminded of limited
fund for solution and seeing the link
to other committees, Ghana and
South Korea recommend to the
Security Council to deploy UN forces
for peace enforcement. Although
China, not absolutely convinced,
alludes to his veto-power they finally

pass two action plans against the
threat to international peace.
According to the general agreement
in the debate on narco-terrorism
UNODC also hands in two quite
similar
draft
resolutions
complemented by a lot of
amendments. In essence the
delegates use approved measures like
the improvement of educational
institutions, border control and
sharing information, but also
sanctions
for
counteracting
politicians. With this draft the
committee finds compliance in the
promotion
of
economic
advancement and also the social
progress for all regions.
Expecting to pass the resolution
soon, the committee will now start to
debate the second topic of
corruption.

By Lukas Splitthoff
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Today's Schedule

09:00-12:00 Committee Session 1
12:00-13:00 Lunch
13:30-16:00 Committee Session 2
17:00-19:00 Closing Ceremony
22:00-05:00 Farewell Party

Evening Activity: Closing Ceremony and
Farewell Party

Dear Friends, time has lapsed. It is fair to say that we all look back on five
exciting days of debates, networking and socializing. Tonight at 5pm
MUIMUN 2015 is going to be closed. The festivities are going to be held at
Aula Vom-Stein-Haus, Schlossplatz 34. However, there is still some time to
say a proper goodbye. An amazing week like this deserves a legendary end.
Please join us to celebrate new friendships and a great week. Doors open at
10pm at Conny Kramer, Am Hawerkamp 31.
Entry only if you have like our facebook page. Proof on Smartphone.

Who is it?

I

Working non-stop throughout day
and night the WeDi Team members —
seemingly needing no sleep - tried
their very best to report on all
sessions, all the drama and all the
gossip of this year’s MUIMUN
conference.
Partially
staying
undercover, the team members
infiltrated the conference always
seeking the latest news, spying on
delegates — Big WeDi is watching
you! All jokes aside… really our
intentions where good - memories
are all that count and we tried our
upmost to save them for you.
It was a pleasure to meet you all
and we looking forward to see you
next year.

shaped Germany with my very own hands, you can still find my name
in a variety of brands. A sea and even a fish carry my name just like a
warship that sank, the Brits are to blame. After 40 long years my career
came to an end, although I tried hard to be still present. Who am I?

MUIMUN in numbers
After many sleepless nights of
preparing
daily
statements,
celebrating life at the great global
village party or participating in the
pub crawl, the 215 delegates drank 65
liters of coffee…this is enough
caffeine to kill one person…but is
not really that much, considering that
they drank just as much champagne
at the opening ceremony!!! Perhaps
we have a lot of black-tea-consumers
at MUIMUN…

Person 31st March: Tom from "Tom and Jerry"
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